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   The best CMMS for healthcare maintenance professionals.   QA Engineer About Us: At FSI,

you’ll join a team of passionate professionals dedicated to empowering efficient and safe

hospital operations. FSI supports over 400 million ft of hospital space every year to run

transformative, intelligent hospital maintenance operations. FSI is the most comprehensive

computerized maintenance management software (CMMS) provider for healthcare, and

we’re proud to serve over 1,000 hospitals with some of the largest networks in the country --

including Atrium Health, UPMC, Yale New Haven, SSM Health UNC Health, and many others. We

work directly with our customers to build customized modern technology that fits their

complex needs. In 2020, FSI received significant investments to grow and expand on the

foundation established since the company began in 2002. We believe our most exciting

chapter is just beginning, and we’re looking for talent that wants to make an impact. If you’re

looking for a fast-paced, innovative community with a team focused on collaboration and

empowerment through technology, we encourage you to get in touch. Your role: The Quality

Assurance (QA) Engineer is responsible for designing, developing, and executing testing

procedures and tools to ensure the quality of our software applications. You will be

responsible for analyzing the performance, functionality, and presentation of applications and

designing tests to validate they meet FSI’s high standards for quality and performance. These

tests include both manual and automated tests. Duties include identifying, documenting, and

analyzing any bugs and errors found during all phases of the STLC (Software Testing Life

Cycle); this includes gaps between requirements and the software as developed. The QA

Engineer works closely with Developers to identify and rectify bugs and functional shortcomings
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or our software. The QA Engineer also plays an important role as gatekeeper, ensuring only

the highest quality software is released for our customers' use. Successful candidate will have

excellent troubleshooting and problem-solving skills. Excellent communication and

interpersonal skills are a must. Candidate should work equally well independently and in a

collaborative team environment. Your responsibilities: Develop and execute test plans,

scripts, and procedures (manual and automated) Research and implement new automation

tools and methodologies. Integrate automation frameworks with CI/CD tools such as Azure

DevOps Validate user experience and recommend UX improvements. Strong voice in

whether a product release is ready - is a gatekeeper from a perspective of quality. Prepare

documents that outline testing processes, generating use cases to ensure testing captures

application functional requirements. Develop test automation, API and performance testing

frameworks from an end-to-end standpoint, including front-end, middle-tier and back-end

services and databases. Establish a structured test methodology, leveraging modern test

frameworks such as BDD and TDD. Lead and mentor QA team members as well as manage

outside contract testers. Ability to work independently and in a team environment. Performing

other duties as assigned. What you’ll bring to the team: Bachelor’s degree (B.S.) in

Computer Science or related field Experience in a QA role in the software industry and solid

knowledge of the software development life cycle (SDLC) Closely collaborative experience

working with a team developing SaaS applications. Great team player who works with

multiple teams to develop complex software applications. Experience following an Agile

methodology. Comfortable working in a distributed team environment 4-to-7 years of

experience in QA and test automation Scripting or development experience in one or more

utilities or languages Experience building test frameworks in any of these or similar

frameworks: JMeter, Protractor, Cypress, TestCafe, etc. 2+ years of Web UI automation

testing using tools like Selenium. Experience with Azure DevOps CI/CD pipeline testing

and deployment process Experience in DevOps tools like Azure DevOps, Jenkins, Maven,

Git Work Location:   US Based Remote. Occasional US Based travel will be required. Our

teams operate on the Eastern time zone regardless of geographic location. Our Values:

Customer inspired. Solutions-first. One team. Impactful experts. We look forward to

hearing from you! Don’t meet all the requirements? We’re all on a journey to learn constantly

and have areas to develop. If you bring some of the above skills to the table and are still

developing in others - APPLY ANYWAY! Learning and experience isn’t a one-way path, if

you believe you have the background needed to make an impact in this role, we’d love to hear



from you. FSI is an Equal Opportunity Employer: We are committed to fostering a diverse,

inclusive environment and to encourage these values in everyone on our team. We provide

an environment of mutual respect where opportunities are available without regard to race,

color, religion, sex, pregnancy (including childbirth, lactation, and related medical conditions),

national origin, age, physical and mental disability, marital status, sexual orientation, gender

identity, gender expression, genetic information (including characteristics and testing), military

and veteran status, and any other characteristic protected by applicable law. We believe

that diversity and inclusion for people from all walks of life are key to our success as a

company.    Powered by JazzHR
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